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Opening thoughts

“At its core, 
education is 

about nurturing 
strengths, about 

growth and 
learning.” 

(Shankland & Rosset, 2017)



Outline for the course
Session 1 – January 23rd Session 2 – January 30th Session 3 – February 6th 

Thinking skills and creativity

- What thinking skills are

- How to work on thinking skills 

in class 

- Higher/lower order thinking 

skills

- Practical ideas 

- Working on creativity in class 

(Why? How?) 

* Homework for Flipped 

Learning session the following 

week

Flipped Learning

- Check homewok

- The Basics of Flipped Learning 

- Selecting videos 

- In-class activities 

- Practical ideas 

- Pros and cons

Oral communication and 

assessment 

- The importance of oral 

communication

- Why students find oral 

communication challenging

- Practical ideas 

- Formative and summative

assessment techniques

Feedback and closing

You will receive a PDF of the
main slides after each session



Outline for today

Thinking skillsWarm up

ReflectionCreativity



What would YOU be…and why? 

Birthdays January to June: 

If you were a fruit what would you be, and why? 

Birthdays July to December: 

If you were an animal what would you be, and why? 

Sports car Tricycle Bulldozer



About you….

1. What I am bringing to this
course

2. What I hope to get from this
course.

3. Two things I’m good at 4. What I’ve learnt

To fill in at 
the end of

each section



Thinking skills



“We learn more by 
looking for the answer 
to a question and not 
finding it than we do 

from learning the 
answer itself." 

Lloyd Alexander



What are thinking skills? 

Ways people use their
minds to solve

problems

Capacity to think in a 
conscious way to 

attain certain goals

Mental capacities
used to investigate

the world

Intelligent behaviour
learned through

practice

Metacognition -
thinking about

thinking

Mental processes to 
make sense of 

experiences



www.freepik.es 



Critical Thinkers....

Open minded
about new 

ideas

Look for
connections

Separate fact
from opinion

Question things
that don’t make

sense

Feel comfortable
with trial and error 



Keep in mind: 

“Critical Thinking: Why Is It So Hard to Teach?” Daniel T. Willingham (2007)



Bloom’s Taxonomy

Understanding

Evaluating

Creating

Applying

Analysing



Bloom’s revised taxonomy (Anderson & Krathwohl, 2001).



https://www.freepik.es/vector-gratis/ilustracion-concepto-realidad-

virtual_6195504.htm#query=the%20future&position=4&from_view=search&track=ais&uuid=d7c73bf7-4c20-46ec-9417-8bfc3a412d0b



Practical activities



Odd one out

Beehive, OUP 

Critical thinking



Odd one out

https://www.freepik.es/vector-gratis/icono-insecto-plano_3949163.htm#query=insects&position=1&from_view=search&track=sph

Justifying opinions



Close ups

1 2

3



Close ups

1

2

3







Asking questions

What’s the difference between

these questions? 

Beehive, OUP 

How many bananas can 
you see? 

What colour are they? 

Do you think it is important
to eat a healthy breakfast? 

Why? Why not?  
What would you have for

lunch at the school
canteen? 

A

B



Asking questions

Beehive, OUP 

How many bananas can you
see? 

What colour are they? 

Do you think it is important to
eat a healthy breakfast? Why? 

Why not?  
What would you have for lunch 

at the school canteen? 

Display

Open-ended



Beehive, OUP 





"In our evolving world, the ability to think is fast becoming 
more desirable than any fixed set of skills or knowledge.  We 
need problem solvers, decision makers and innovators.  And 
to produce them, we need new ways to teach and learn.  We 

need to prepare our children for their future, not for our 
past.“   Mike Fleetham 



Creative Juices



What a day!

You have a day of teaching twenty-five 10 year-olds 
ahead of you.  They need a  balanced diet of: 
language, mathematics, science, physical education, 
and art.

The only resources in your classroom are:



What is creativity? 

The Oxford English Dictionary defines creativity as: 

“The use of the imagination or original 
ideas, especially in the production of an 

artistic work.” 



Multi-dimensional 

Solve problems
in original and 
valuable ways

Seeing new 
meanings and 

relationships and 
making

connections

Having original 
and imaginative

thoughts and 
ideas about
something

Using
imagination and 

experience to 
create new
possibilities



Creative people tend to….

..be curious 

..be playful and 
childlike 

…not be shaped by 
preconceptions 

…be sensitive 

…feel comfortable with 
unanswered questions

…enjoy adventure and 
exploration

…not see things as ‘black 
or white’

…think 
divergently

…be persistent

The Creative Brain, Nancy C. Andreasen



Divergent Thinkers

98% 10%

32% 2%

Breakpoint and Beyond, Land and Jarman 1998



Divergent thinking: What can I do with a ….

a brick binder clips

A B





Rory’s Story Cubes 



Whose shoes? 

Who?  What?   Where?   Why?   When?     Whose? 

Van Gogh Matisse

Astrid Rieger

A

B

C



What are they saying? 

Caravaggio

Goya



Chatterbox 
Questions; Information exchange

Cambridge Movers Exam Preparation Pack 

Questions about: 

- family

- school subjects

- hobbies 

- Food / meals

. 



Making connections: Creative comparatives

Give the class things to compare that have nothing to do 
with one another, like an elephant and a potato. The 
students then have to tax their imaginations to find points of 
comparison, the objective is more interesting and the results 
often entertaining. 

banana laptop umbrella elephant bike 



Explore ideas: The Torrance Test 

• In the late 1950s, a man named E. Paul Torrance was interested in 
children's creativity. Torrance was a Georgia farm boy-turned-
psychologist, and one of his first jobs was working with boys at a 
military academy. It was there that he began to see creativity as 
something that was misunderstood. A lot of the boys Torrance 
worked with were thought to be troublemakers.

• Torrance did a lot of research in how, for example, teachers prefer 
highly intelligent kids and often don't like highly creative kids 
because they are harder to control and they're misunderstood.

http://www.npr.org/



Over to YOU! 





Teachers are ….and students are…



Creativity through music

www.dancingenglish.com



Closing thoughts

“It is better to have enough ideas for some of 
them to be wrong, than to be always right by 

having no ideas at all.” — Edward de Bono



Flipped Learning Homework

Watch the video and answer the questions. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g1MKpyVPilI 

You will sent the document in Word format. 

You do NOT need to send in your answers, but you should

be prepared to discuss your opinions next class. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g1MKpyVPilI


www.ninalauder.com



See you on January 30th!

Thank you for joining us!
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